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Abstract

In high mountain areas, permafrost is important because it influences natural hazards
and construction practices, and because it is an indicator of climate change. The mod-
eling of its distribution and evolution over time is complicated by steep and complex
topography, highly variable conditions at and below the surface, and varying climatic5

conditions. This paper presents a systematic investigation of effects of climate variabil-
ity and topography that are important for subsurface temperatures in Alpine permafrost
areas. The effects of both past and projected future ground surface temperature vari-
ations on the thermal state of Alpine permafrost are studied based on numerical ex-
perimentation with simplified mountain topography. For this purpose, we use a surface10

energy balance model together with a subsurface heat conduction scheme. The past
climate variations that essentially influence the present-day permafrost temperatures
at depth are the last glacial period and the major fluctuations in the past millennium.
The influence of projected future warming was assessed to cause even larger tran-
sient effects in the subsurface thermal field because warming occurs on shorter time15

scales. Results further demonstrate the accelerating influence of multi-lateral warming
in Alpine topography for a temperature signal entering the subsurface. The effects of
thermal properties, porosity, and freezing characteristics were examined in sensitivity
studies. A considerable influence of latent heat due to water in low-porosity bedrock
was only shown for simulations over shorter time periods (i.e., decades to centuries).20

Finally, as an example of a real and complex topography, the modeled transient three-
dimensional temperature distribution in the Matterhorn (Switzerland) is given for today
and in 200 years.

1 Introduction

In alpine environments, permafrost is a widespread thermal subsurface phenomenon.25

Its warming and degradation in connection with climate change is regarded as a de-
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cisive factor influencing the stability of steep rock faces (Haeberli et al., 1997; Davies
et al., 2001; Noetzli et al., 2003; Gruber and Haeberli, 2007). Assessing the impact
of climate change on mountain permafrost is therefore important for the understanding
of natural hazards and for construction practices (Haeberli, 1992; Harris et al., 2001;
Romanovsky et al., 2007), especially in densely populated areas such as the Euro-5

pean Alps. Further, permafrost degradation influences Alpine landscape evolution,
hydrology, and it is monitored in the scope of climate observing systems (e.g., Global
Terrestrial Network for Permafrost, GTN-P, within the Global Climate Observing Sys-
tem, GCOS). The quantification of temperature changes and the discernment of zones
that are prone to permafrost degradation require knowledge of the spatial distribution10

of subsurface temperatures and of their evolution over time. Even though measured
temperature profiles in boreholes enable an initial assessment of temperature changes
(e.g., Isaksen et al., 2007; PERMOS, 2007), in complex mountain terrain they are only
representative of isolated local spots and are of limited use for an extrapolation in space
and time. The understanding of three-dimensional and transient subsurface tempera-15

ture fields below steep topography can be improved by numerical modeling (e.g., Kohl
et al., 2001; Noetzli et al., 2007b).

The simulation of ground temperatures below steep topography needs to account for
two- and three-dimensional effects since geometry and variable surface temperatures
induce strong lateral components of heat fluxes (Safanda, 1999; Kohl et al., 2001; Gru-20

ber et al., 2004c). Noetzli et al. (2007b) have shown that ground surface temperatures
(GST) alone do not sufficiently indicate the thermal conditions at depth (when speak-
ing of “at depth” in this paper, we refer to the depth of the zero annual amplitude and
deeper). Permafrost can occur at locations with clearly positive GST even if conditions
are stationary. Stationary conditions, however, do not describe the situation found in25

nature and transient effects of past climate periods influence the subsurface temper-
ature field. In the Swiss Alps, permafrost thickness ranges from a few metres up to
several hundreds of metres below the highest peaks, such as the Monte Rosa massif
(Luethi and Funk, 2001), and time scales involved in deep permafrost changes can
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be in the range of millennia, even without the retarding effect of latent heat (Lunar-
dini, 1996; Kukkonen and Safanda, 2001; Mottaghy and Rath, 2006). Consequently,
the influence of past cold periods such as the last Ice Age is likely to persist in per-
mafrost temperatures in the interior of high mountains (Kohl, 1999; Kohl and Gruber,
2003). The recent and much smaller 20th century warming (Haeberli and Beniston,5

1998; Beniston, 2005) currently affects ground temperatures mostly in the upper de-
cameters. For a realistic simulation of today’s thermal state of mountain permafrost it
is therefore necessary to go back in time for model initialization. In addition, modeling
of transient temperature fields is essential to assess permafrost temperatures in the
coming decades and centuries.10

Only sparse information is available on how steep topography influences transient
subsurface temperature fields and how large the paleoclimatic effect is in the interior
of Alpine peaks. A systematic study on combined transient and topography effects on
the subsurface thermal field in high-mountain areas does not exist so far and is pro-
vided in this paper: We fist analyze past climate conditions and how they influence the15

present-day thermal state of mountain permafrost. Secondly, we consider a scenario
of future climate change. Owing to the complex and highly variable conditions found
in nature, our study is based on numerical experimentation with simplified topography
and typical values of surface and subsurface conditions. The results so obtained are
easier to interpret and a step towards assessing natural and more complex situations.20

As an example in real topography, we further present the modeled transient and three-
dimensional permafrost distribution in the Matterhorn (Switzerland) for both, current
and future climatic conditions. Results of this study will contribute to our understanding
of the three-dimensional distribution of mountain permafrost, its thermal state today,
and its possible evolution in the future. In addition, results will be useful to decide on25

the initialization procedure required for modeling of permafrost temperatures in high-
mountains.
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2 Background and approach

Many studies point to significant temperature depressions at depth that are caused by
past climate conditions (e.g., Safanda and Rajver, 2001; Kohl and Gruber, 2003). The
depth to which a surface temperature variation is perceivable is determined by its ampli-
tude and duration, as well as by the thermo-physical properties of the subsurface. As a5

first approach, temperature depressions can be assessed by superposition of stepwise
temperature changes using analytical heat transfer solutions (Birch, 1948; Carslaw and
Jaeger, 1959). Based on this technique, an assumed 10◦C cooler surface temperature
during the last Pleistocene Ice Age (ca. 70–100 ky BP) still causes a temperature de-
pression of more than 4◦C at a depth of 1000 m (Kohl, 1999). Haeberli et al. (1984)10

have estimated a ground temperature depression from the last cold period of 5◦C at a
depth of about 1000 to 1500 m for the Swiss Plateau. In modeling studies, transient
effects are usually computed as deviations of actual thermal conditions from equilib-
rium conditions (e.g., Pollak and Huang, 2000; Beltrami et al., 2005). A large number
of studies exist that use measured temperatures in deep boreholes to reconstruct past15

climatic conditions (e.g., Lachenbruch and Marshall, 1986; Pollak et al., 1998; Huang
et al., 2000; Beltrami, 2001; Kukkonen and Safanda, 2001). Based on such studies,
periods with climate variations that have an influence on current subsurface tempera-
tures can be identified. However, climate reconstruction studies are typically based on
data measured in boreholes that are drilled in flat areas and include one-dimensional20

vertical heat transfer. Only a few recent studies deal with the effect of past tempera-
tures together with two- or three-dimensional topography. Kohl (1999) demonstrated
that the transient temperature signal can be modified by topography even at depths of
more than 1000 m. Case studies in permafrost areas in the Swiss Alps (Wegmann et
al., 1998; Luethi and Funk, 2001; Kohl and Gruber, 2003) indicate that the long term25

climate history has to be taken into account to realistically reproduce measured tem-
perature profiles and warming rates at depth. GST histories considered reach back in
time for 1200 yr for local case studies (Wegmann et al., 1998) and more than 10 000 yr
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for entire mountain massifs (Kohl et al., 2001).
The modeling of subsurface temperatures in high-mountains is complex because

they are governed by (i) spatially variable ground surface temperatures, (ii) spatially
variable thermo-physical properties of the subsurface, (iii) three-dimensional effects
caused by complex terrain geometry, and (iv) the evolution of the GST in the past.5

In this study, we used and further developed the approach described by Noetzli et
al. (2007a; 2007b), which has been designed and tested for use in complex topography:
A surface energy balance model and a heat-conduction model are coupled for forward
simulation of a subsurface temperature field (Fig. 1). The TEBAL model (Gruber, 2005)
calculates present mean ground surface temperatures (MGST). So calculated MGST10

then serve as upper boundary condition in the heat conduction scheme, which we solve
within the modeling package COMSOL. To account for the evolution of GST in the past,
we compiled and simplified different GST histories, based on published changes in air
temperatures and the assumption that GST follow these changes closely. Temporal
variations of GST penetrate downward with amplitudes diminishing exponentially with15

depth. In this study, we ignore seasonal temperature variations, which may penetrate
down to about 12 m in bedrock (Gruber et al., 2004a), and only consider long-term
variations of time scales of decades to millennia. Such long-term GST variations still
occur on much shorter timescales than the geological processes that determine the
geothermal heat flow. The past climatologic variations are therefore only treated as20

transient effects of the upper boundaries in our model, and the lower basal heat flow
boundary condition is kept constant (cf. Pollak and Huang, 2000). The lack of in-
formation concerning the three-dimensional distribution of subsurface characteristics
(thermo-physical properties, porosity, freezing characteristics, etc.) is approached by
using model assumptions based on sensitivity studies.25

We performed the basic simulations for a simplified ridge, the most common feature
comprising alpine topography. A ridge of 1000 m height was set to an elevation of
3500 m a.s.l. and east-west orientation. Hence, it has a warm south-facing and a cold
north-facing slope, which induces a subsurface temperature field with near vertical
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isotherms in the uppermost part. The slope angle was set to 50◦, a typical value
for rock slopes that do not accumulate a thick snow cover. To study the influence of
terrain geometry, we varied the topographic factors (i.e., elevation and slope angle) of
the two-dimensional ridge. Finally, we compared the results of the two-dimensional
ridge topography to those for a flat and one-dimensional plain and a three-dimensional5

pyramid geometry representing a simplified mountain peak.

3 Temperature modeling

3.1 Energy balance and rock surface temperature

The TEBAL model (Topography and Energy BALance, Gruber, 2005) simulates hourly
time series of surface energy fluxes based on observed climate time series, topography,10

and surface and subsurface information. The model is designed and validated for the
calculation of near-surface temperatures in steep rock slopes in the Alps and was suc-
cessfully applied in previous studies on bedrock permafrost (e.g., Gruber et al., 2004a;
Noetzli et al., 2007b; Salzmann et al., 2007). MGSTs are computed with gridded
digital elevation models (DEMs) of the topographies with a spatial resolution of 25 m15

and with hourly climate time series from the high elevation meteo station Corvatsch
(3315 m a.s.l.), Upper Engadine (Data source: MeteoSwiss) for the period 1990–1999
AD. We further reference this period as “today” or “present”. Surface and subsurface
properties for bedrock were set according to Noetzli et al. (2007b). The simulation of
the snow cover was neglected in this study, because we focus on steep rock slopes20

that do not accumulate thick snow during winter (i.e., slopes angles of 50◦ and more).

3.2 Heat conduction and subsurface temperature

In bedrock permafrost, heat transfer is mainly conductive and driven by the temper-
ature variations at the surface and the heat flow from the interior of the Earth. Fur-
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ther processes such as the effects of fluid flow can, as a first approximation, be ne-
glected (Kukkonen and Safanda, 2001). Accordingly, we considered a conductive
transient thermal field (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959) in an isotropic and homogeneous
medium under complex topography. The thermo-physical properties were set based
on published values: thermal conductivity is 2.5 W K−1 m−1 and volumetric heat capac-5

ity 2.0×106 J m−3 K−1 (Cermák and Rybach, 1982; Wegmann et al., 1998; Safanda,
1999).

Ice contained in the pore space and crevices delays the response to surface warm-
ing by the consumption of latent heat, which may influence the time and depth scales
of permafrost degradation by orders of magnitude even in low porosity rock (Wegmann10

et al., 1998; Romanovsky and Osterkamp, 2000; Kukkonen and Safanda, 2001). This
effect can be handled in heat transfer models by introducing an apparent heat capacity.
We used the approach by Mottaghy and Rath (2006): The apparent heat capacity sub-
stitutes the heat capacity in the heat transfer equation within the freezing interval w,
where phase transition takes place, and which relates to the steepness of the unfrozen15

water content curve. The parameter w makes it possible to account for a variety of
ground conditions: Values typically range from 0.5 for material such as sand to 2 for
material such as bentonite (Anderson and Tice, 1972; Williams and Smith, 1989), but
information on bedrock material is sparse. Wegmann (1998) found that most of the
interstitial ice in the rock of the Jungfrau East Ridge, Switzerland, freezes at −0.3◦C,20

which indicates a small freezing interval with a steep curve and a low value of w. A
further controlling factor is the porosity of the material, for which we assumed 3% (vol-
ume fraction, saturated conditions) to be a reasonable value to investigate the principal
effects (Wegmann et al., 1998).

The finite-element (FE) modeling package COMSOL Multiphysics was used for for-25

ward modeling of subsurface rock temperatures (Noetzli et al., 2007a). The FE mesh
was created with increasing vertical refinement from 250 m at depth to 10 m for el-
ements closest to the surface. In order to avoid effects from the model boundaries,
a rectangle of 2000 m height and thermal insulation at its sides was added below.
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The so created FE mesh consisted of about 1500 elements for a ridge, and of about
25 000 elements for a pyramid. The lower boundary condition was set to a uniform
heat flux of 80 mW m2 (Medici and Rybach, 1995), and for the upper boundary condi-
tions the modeled MGSTs were given. The model was run with time-steps of 1 yr for
simulations over a period of more than 1000 yr, and with time steps of 10 d for shorter5

periods. Sensitivity runs with higher refinement of the FE mesh as well as changing
to smaller time steps did not considerably change any of the results (the maximum
absolute difference in modeled temperatures was below 0.1◦C).

3.3 Evolution of surface temperature

A wealth of literature exists on temperature reconstructions from proxy data for global10

(Pollak et al., 1998; Huang et al., 2000; Jones and Mann, 2004), hemispheric (Jones
et al., 1998; Petit et al., 1999;), and regional scale (Patzelt, 1987; Isaksen et al., 2000;
Casty et al., 2005) over the past centuries and millennia. For the European Alps, tem-
perature variations are generally more pronounced with larger amplitudes compared
to those averaged globally or for the Northern Hemisphere (Beniston et al., 1997; Pfis-15

ter, 1999; Luterbacher et al., 2004). In the uppermost kilometers of the Earth’s crust,
mainly the thermal effects of two events are prominent today (Haeberli et al., 1984): the
temperature depression during the Pleistocene Ice Age and the sharp rise in temper-
atures between the time of maximum glaciation (around 18 ky BP) and the beginning
of the thermally more stable Holocene (around 10 ky BP). For the Holocene, the Cli-20

matic Optimum (HCO, ca. 5–6 ky BP), the Medieval Warmth (MW, ca. 800–1300 AD),
the Little Ice Age (LIA, ca. 1300–1850 AD), and the subsequent warming are typically
resolved in temperature reconstructions (Dahl-Jensen et al., 1998). With increasing
spatial and temporal refinement, climate variations become more complex and recon-
structions more detailed, particularly towards the present time. This meets our needs25

since a temperature signal entering into the subsurface is dampened with depth, that
is, the temporal resolution of the surface temperature variations affecting subsurface
temperatures decreases with depth.
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In this study, we analyze the influence of the above-mentioned periods (Fig. 2) on
the present-day subsurface temperature field below steep mountains. The effects of
temperature variations further back in time or of smaller amplitude are considered neg-
ligible. For a detailed description of the most recent temperature fluctuations we used
measured variations in mean annual air temperatures (MAAT) from a high alpine sta-5

tion (Jungfraujoch, Switzerland, 3576 m a.s.l.), where air temperature data is available
back to 1933 AD (Data Source: MeteoSchweiz). The difference in mean temperatures
between the periods 1990–1999 AD and 1933–1950 AD amounts to +1◦C for this sta-
tion. Additionally, we assumed a difference in air temperature of +0.5◦C between the
end of the LIA and the start of the data recordings, resulting in a total increase of10

+1.5◦C since 1850 AD (cf. Boehm et al., 2001).
Based on these considerations, we analyzed the effect of the following temperature

variations (Fig. 2):

– The Pleistocene Ice Age (1/2; numbers in brackets correspond to Fig. 2):
Temperature depressions are assumed −10◦C colder compared to present-day15

temperatures (Patzelt, 1987), followed by a linear increase from the time of
maximum glaciation (18 ky BP) to the beginning of the Holocene (10 ky BP). For
the Holocene no temperature variations were considered. To assess the effect of
colder estimates, we additionally used a value of −15◦C (Haeberli et al., 1984).

20

– HCO (3): During the Holocene Climate Optimum summer temperatures were
approx. 1.5–3◦C warmer than today (Burga, 1991). Mean annual temperatures
probably were not as high, but to test the influence of this period we assumed
+2◦C.

25

– Past millennium (4): In contrast to e.g., von Rudloff (1980), newer studies con-
clude that air temperatures in Europe during the MW were probably not warmer
than or comparable to today (Hughes and Diaz, 1994; Crowley and Lowery, 2000;
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Goosse et al., 2006). Yet, to estimate its possible influence we used 0.5◦C higher
surface temperatures than at present. For the LIA, we assumed temperatures
1.5◦C lower (Boehm et al., 2001).

– Recent warming: We used a linear temperature increase following the LIA (5)5

and, in addition, annual MAAT variations taken from meteodata (6).

In addition, we used a linear warming of the rock surface of +3◦C/100 yr for the next
200 yr (Salzmann et al., 2007) to simulate a future subsurface temperature field.

4 Transient temperature fields below idealized topography10

4.1 Effects of past climatic conditions

If not indicated otherwise, results are discussed and visualized for a ridge cross sec-
tion of 1000 m height with a maximum elevation of 3500 m a.s.l., and a slope angle of
50◦. The subsurface material is assumed homogenous and isotropic, and no latent
heat is considered. Variations from these basic settings are mentioned in the text and15

indicated in the figures with checkboxes and corresponding abbreviations (i.e., “ini” for
initialized, “lh” for latent heat considered, and “iso” for isotropic subsurface conditions).

In general, the subsurface temperature pattern of a ridge does not vary greatly for dif-
ferent GST histories and is characterized by the stationary temperature field. Initialized
temperatures, however, are lower for the entire thermal field and all GST histories. In20

Fig. 3, 0◦C and −3◦C-isotherms of computed temperature fields initialized with different
GST histories are compared to current GST stationary conditions. The 0◦C isotherm
represents the permafrost boundary, whereas the −3◦C isotherm gives the temperature
distribution inside the permafrost body. The temperature depression from the last Ice
Age (1) is in the range of −0.5◦C for the upper half of the geometry, and in the range of25
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−2.5◦C for the lower part. When assuming colder GST in the last Ice Age (2) these val-
ues amount to −1◦C and −4◦C, respectively. Simulating the GST variations during the
Holocene (4) results in additionally lower temperatures: On the one hand, the LIA (5) is
perceivable down to about 250 m depth. On the other hand, deeper parts are modeled
colder because (1) and (2) do not consider that present-day GST are somewhat higher5

than Holocene average. The effect of the HCO (3) on the temperatures is below 0.1◦C
for the entire geometry, and results are therefore not displayed in Fig. 3. Results for
GST history (6) do not notably differ from (5) and are not shown, either. Based on the
results for (1) to (6), we compiled GST history (7), which takes into account the main
GST variations that influence the subsurface thermal field in a high mountain ridge.10

That is, the cold temperatures during the last Ice Age (1) and the major fluctuations in
the past millennium (4). GST history (7) is used for all subsequent calculations and is
referred to as “initialized” or “transient”.

Figure 4 depicts the isotherms of the initialized temperature pattern together with
the stationary field for current GST. The initialized temperature field is colder and in15

the uppermost 100 m the recent warming since the LIA is clearly visible. In the middle
part of the warmer side of the ridge, the inclination of the isotherms is reversed. In this
part of the geometry, we identify the biggest differences compared to stationary condi-
tions. The absolute temperature difference of a transient to a stationary thermal field
for present-day GST is plotted in Fig. 5. Maximum calculated temperature depressions20

in the innermost parts of the geometry are −3◦C, whereas the temperature depression
does not exceed 1◦C in the upper half of the geometry. The MW and the fact that the
LIA has not yet penetrated to great depth cause the warmer area visible in the top
center of the ridge (Fig. 5).

4.1.1 Topography25

For simulations based on conduction only, the elevation of the geometry changes the
absolute temperature field but not its pattern. The temperature depressions given
above are thus valid for ridge-topographies of any elevation, but the position of the
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0◦C isotherm (or permafrost boundary) varies (Fig. 5). The difference in permafrost
thickness (which we consider vertical to the surface) between stationary and transient
results is bigger for higher mountains with deeper permafrost occurrence. For the high-
est example shown in Fig. 5 (4500 m a.s.l.), the difference amounts to more than 100 m.
For the lowest example (3000 m a.s.l.) it is still in the dimension of decameters.5

Convex topography accelerates the reaction of the subsurface temperature to chang-
ing surface conditions. Firstly and more obviously, the distance that a signal has to
penetrate by conduction to reach the permafrost base in the interior of the mountain is
shorter than in flat terrain. The steeper the topography, the shorter is this distance. In
addition to this effect, the warming signal reaches the interior from more than one side,10

that is, from two sides in the case of a ridge, and from four sides in a pyramid-like situ-
ation. To demonstrate this effect of multi-lateral warming, we compare the temperature
depressions in T (z)-profiles in a flat one-dimensional plain, a two-dimensional ridge,
and a three-dimensional pyramid (Fig. 6). For the two- and three-dimensional geom-
etry, the profiles are extracted vertically from the top of the geometry. The resulting15

temperature depression, however, was not plotted versus the length of the profile, but
versus the shortest distance of the profile to the surface (cf. small schematic plots in
Fig. 6). In this way, multi-lateral warming causes the effect shown, and not the fact that
the distance to the surface is shorter than the depth of the profile. For the two mountain
geometries the modeled temperature depression is roughly half of that for a flat plain20

in the 200 m closest to the surface. For the deeper parts (i.e., 300 m and more), the
difference increases and ca. −3◦C for flat terrain contrast with ca. −1◦C for mountain
topography. The effect of three-dimensional compared to two-dimensional geometry is
small for the long time scale of the simulation and the depth range shown. This is due
to the fact that the major part of the temperature signal has reached the depths shown25

in both mountain geometries (cf. also Sect. 4.2 and Fig. 9).
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4.1.2 Subsurface properties

Information about subsurface properties (e.g., porosity, freezing characteristics) of
bedrock is sparse for natural conditions in high mountains. In order to gain confidence
in the modeling results, we tested their possible influence in sensitivity studies.

In low porosity material and for time scales of millennia, energy consumption due5

to latent heat is of minor importance (Fig. 5): Subsurface temperatures are slightly
colder, but differences to simulations without latent heat do not exceed 0.2◦C at depth.
This is in accordance with calculations by Haeberli et al. (1984) or model experiments
by Mottaghy and Rath (2006). The effect of latent heat only becomes important for
transient simulations over shorter time periods (see below) or for considerably higher10

porosities. In mountain permafrost areas, high ice contents may be present in the near
surface layer, where porosity is often increased due to weathering and fracturing. For
example, the ice content of the Schilthorn crest, Switzerland, is estimated to be 10–
20% in the upper meters and around 5% in the deeper parts (Hauck et al., 2008). We
tested if this has an influence on the transient temperature field by adding a 15 m thick15

layer with 20% porosity as a surface layer to the ridge geometry. Yet, no considerable
difference to the simulations with homogenous porosity for the entire ridge resulted.

Thermal conductivities of bedrock often show large variations due to anisotropy (e.g.,
in gneiss). Values for the anisotropy factor of crystalline rocks are typically between
1.2 and 2 (Schoen, 1983; Kukkonen and Safanda, 2001). In order to investigate the20

anisotropy effect on the initialized temperature field we performed model runs with
thermal conductivity increased both horizontally and vertically (i.e., 3 W K−1 m−1 and
2 W K−1 m−1 in the perpendicular direction). An increased horizontal thermal conduc-
tivity supports lateral heat fluxes and the effect of steep topography, whereas an in-
creased vertical component reduces it. The latter has a bigger effect on the modeled25

temperatures at depth: Differences to isotropic conditions amount up to −2◦C for in-
creased vertical thermal conductivity, and 0.5◦C for increased horizontal conductivity,
respectively.
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The heat capacity of bedrock typically ranges from about 1.8 to 3×106 J kg−1 K−1

(Cermák and Rybach, 1982). Test runs with these values result in a maximum differ-
ence of less than 1◦C for the innermost part of the geometry.

The geothermal heat flux has only little effect on the stationary subsurface temper-
ature field inside steep mountain peaks (Noetzli et al., 2007b). This is also true for5

transient calculations: Resulting temperature depressions from simulations with a zero
heat flux lower boundary condition were assessed to differ less than 0.2◦C. Moreover,
we tested the influence of radiogenetic heat production. Values for rock are given be-
tween 0.5 and 6µW m−3 (Kohl, 1999). We used a medium value of 3µW m−3 for a
test run. Maximum differences to results without heat production were assessed to be10

below 0.5◦C for the entire ridge, and below 0.1◦C for the upper half.

4.2 Effects of future warming

The effect of an assumed linear temperature rise of +3◦C/100 yr during 200 yr has been
shown by Noetzli et al. (2007b). The warming has penetrated to a depth of approxi-
mately 250 m, but only about 50% of the temperature change has reached a depth of15

more than 100 m. Temperatures at greater depth still remain unchanged. Further, a re-
tarding influence of latent heat was demonstrated. In this study, we analyzed the effect
of elevation, geometry, and subsurface conditions on future transient thermal fields in
high-mountains.

4.2.1 Topography20

The state of the permafrost body inside ridges of different elevations in 200 yr is dis-
played schematically in Fig. 8. The position of the 0◦C isotherm 250 m or less below
the surface changes drastically and is bent towards the top. On the warmer side of
the ridge, the isotherms first change to lie more or less parallel to the surface and
then move rather uniformly towards the colder side. For all elevations modeled, no25

permafrost remains at the surface on the southern slope. Nevertheless, a significant
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permafrost occurrence remains below the surface for a long time, especially for higher
elevations. For lower topographies relict permafrost remains on the colder side.

The above-described effect of multi-lateral warming is also significant for shorter time
periods. Figure 9 displays the percentage of a surface temperature signal that has
reached a certain depth after 100 and 200 yr, respectively. For example, 50% of the5

temperature signal has reached a depth of about 60 m after 200 yr in a one-dimensional
vertical simulation. In the two-dimensional situation, it has already penetrated to about
90 m, and in the three-dimensional situation to ca. 115 m. In the same way as in Fig. 6,
values for the two- and three-dimensional geometries are plotted versus the shortest
distance to the surface, rather than versus the length of the extracted profile.10

4.2.2 Subsurface conditions

The effect of latent heat on future temperature fields is illustrated in Fig. 10. With
varying freezing range (parameter w) the size of the modeled permafrost body does
not change much, but the temperature distribution inside changes. A smaller value of
w (i.e., a smaller freezing range and a steeper unfrozen water content curve) keeps15

the thermal field in the temperature range little below the melting point for a longer time
period. This leads to more homogeneous temperature fields in warming permafrost
than when modeled with a larger value of w. In terms of T (z)-profiles from boreholes
this results in steeper profiles and smaller temperature gradients with depth (Fig. 11).
For example, this effect can be observed in the temperature profiles of the two 100 m20

deep boreholes on the Schilthorn crest (Switzerland), which are entirely in the range
of −2 to 0◦C. This points to a small freezing interval and a low value of w (Noetzli et
al., 2008). The observed high ice-content in the near-surface layer (cf. Sect. 4.1.2) can
act as a buffer to temperature changes at the surface and further delay the short-term
reaction of the subsurface temperature field (Fig. 11).25
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5 Permafrost distribution and evolution in the Matterhorn

The Matterhorn (4478 m a.s.l.) in Switzerland is probably the most prominent mountain
peak in the European Alps. Its distinctive topography resembles a pyramid of about
1500 m height and faces exposed to all four main orientations. Slope angles are >45◦C
for the most parts and only isolated and small patches of snow persist on the rock. With5

this extreme three-dimensional geometry, the Matterhorn constitutes a prime example
for an application of the presented modeling approach to real topography.

A north-south cross section through the modeled subsurface temperature field of the
Matterhorn for today and in 200 yr is given in Fig. 12. Surface temperatures were mod-
eled using climate time series from the Corvatsch (data source: MeteoSwiss), which10

is located in a central Alpine climate similar to the Matterhorn area (cf. Gruber et al.,
2004b). Surface properties were used according to the previous simulations and Noet-
zli et al. (2007b). The topography was taken from the 25 m DEM Level 2 by Swisstopo
and the FE mesh contained nearly 55 000 elements. The lithology of the Matterhorn
mainly consists of gneiss and granite of the east Alpine Dent-Blanche nappe. We set a15

thermal conductivity of 2.5 W m−1 K−1, a volumetric heat capacity of 2.2×106 J m−3 K−1,
a porosity of 3%, and w=2. Boundary conditions and time steps were the same as in
the simulations presented above, and anisotropy was not considered.

The extreme geometry of the Matterhorn leads to a strongly three-dimensional sub-
surface temperature field, which is characterized by steeply inclined isotherms, a strong20

heat flux from the south to the north face, and a smaller heat flux from the east to the
west face. For current conditions, the entire mountain is within permafrost, except for
the lowest parts of the southern side. For the calculated scenario, in contrast, no per-
mafrost remains at the surface on the southern side after 200 yr. On the northern side,
the permafrost boundary at the surface has risen to an elevation of about 3500 m a.s.l.25

However, both on the south and the north side, substantial permafrost remains a few
decameters below the surface. Temperatures of the remaining permafrost body are
warming and the extent of so-called warm permafrost (i.e., about −2 to 0◦C) is signifi-
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cantly increasing in volume as well as in vertical extent (Fig. 13).

6 Discussion

With the experiments conducted in this study we analyzed the influence of combined
transient and three-dimensional topography effects on the subsurface temperature field
in mountain permafrost. For the correct interpretation of the results, a number of uncer-5

tainties and limitations of the modeling approach are important, which are discussed in
the following.

Instrumental records of climate parameters are typically available for the past
ca. 100 yr. Reconstructions of pre-industrial climate rely on proxy data and are sub-
ject to a great number of uncertainties, which may be even larger than the influence a10

certain time period has on the subsurface temperatures. In general, climate reconstruc-
tion studies agree well on the shape of the climate fluctuations, whereas the absolute
amplitude of the temperature variations ranges significantly (Esper et al., 2005). Fur-
ther, we assumed that changes in GST closely follow air temperatures. Salzmann et
al. (2007) demonstrated a considerable influence of topography on the reaction of sur-15

face temperatures in steep rock to changing atmospheric conditions. The dimensions
of the GST changes, however, are not influenced, and in view of the above-mentioned
uncertainties of the reconstructed amplitudes of temperature variations, we consider
this effect to be less important for this study.

For the scenario calculations we assumed a linear temperature rise of +3◦C in 100 yr.20

An exponential temperature rise as generally proposed for climate change scenarios
may slow down the temperature changes calculated. Contrastingly, the temperature
increase assumed represents a mean change in GST of bedrock in Alpine terrain for
different climate scenarios (Salzmann et al., 2007) and is at the lower range of the
scenarios presented for air temperature change by IPCC (2007), where a double tem-25

perature rise is not considered unrealistic or extreme for the Alps.
Variations of the surface conditions such as glacier coverage were neglected in this
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study. Haeberli (1983) points to higher temperatures at a glacier base than for rock
exposed directly to the atmosphere during the past cold periods and, hence, paleocli-
matic effects below previously glacier-covered areas are smaller. This may be impor-
tant, for example, for the lower parts of the Matterhorn. Further, snow that may remain
in steep bedrock can have a cooling effect on steep slopes even in summer (Gruber5

and Haeberli, 2007). This cooling effect, however, has not yet been quantified.
In terms of subsurface characteristics, errors induced by uncertain assumptions of

thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and heat production increase with depth and length
of the simulation, whereas errors caused by uncertainties in subsurface ice decrease.
Information on the amount and freezing characteristics of subsurface ice in bedrock is10

required to improve realistic modeling, but is still scarce. The joint interpretation of nu-
merical model results with data from geophysical monitoring (e.g., electrical resistivity
tomography, ERT) has been successfully realized for a first case study of the Schilthorn
crest in the Swiss Alps (Noetzli et al., 2008), and information gained in this way can
improve the representation of the subsurface in the model.15

Neglecting water circulation along the joint systems of bedrock is an important lim-
itation of the approach used. For example, advective heat transfer along clefts can
contribute to subsurface heat transfer and lead to thaw corridors in permafrost, which
substantially modify a purely conductive system (Gruber et al., 2004a; Gruber and
Haeberli, 2007). First applications of geophysical monitoring in solid rock walls re-20

cently identified thawed cleft systems influenced by moving water (Krautblatter and
Hauck, 2007). Process understanding of advective heat transfer processes in steep
bedrock permafrost, however, is limited.

Because of its temperature range, the acceleration of subsurface temperature
changes through multi-lateral warming, and the virtual decoupling of the mountain25

from the geothermal heat flux, bedrock permafrost in high mountains is particularly
sensitive to climate change. Simulations of possible future subsurface temperatures il-
lustrate the long lasting and deep-reaching changes in the subsurface thermal field and
point to hardly any remaining permafrost at the surface on south-facing Alpine slopes
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in 200 yr. Permafrost boundaries are about to lie surface-parallel in the top parts of
the mountains and then move rather uniformly towards the colder side. In terms of
temperature-related instabilities such a thawing and horizontally migrating permafrost
table may be delicate: rock volumes with temperatures close to the melting point, pos-
sibly containing critical ice-water-rock mixtures, increase and may extend over large5

vertical distances up to entire mountain flanks. For the Matterhorn, for example, warm
permafrost exists today in the middle of the southern side, where rock fall events actu-
ally have been observed in recent years (2003 and 2006). In the calculated scenario,
the warm permafrost zone extends over the entire south face and, in addition, over
large parts of the north face.10

7 Conclusions and perspectives

The results of the simulations performed in this study lead to the following conclusions:

– The main variations in surface temperatures that influence present-day subsur-
face temperatures in Alpine permafrost are the last glacial period and the major
temperature variations in the past millennium.15

– Transient paleothermal effects caused by past climate variations exist in the inte-
rior of high-mountain peaks. Modeled temperature depressions at a distance of
500 m from the surface are in the range of −3◦C compared stationary conditions
from present-day GST.20

– For temperature fields influenced by future warming, transient effects are more
important. Scenarios point to temperature fields that are characterized by
long-term and deep reaching perturbations and by temperature patterns that
strongly deviate from stationary conditions.25
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– Two- and three-dimensional topography significantly accelerates the pace of a
surface temperature signal entering into the subsurface. Together with the fast
and unfiltered reaction of its surface to changes in atmospheric conditions and
the low ice content, this makes bedrock permafrost in high mountains particularly
sensitive to degradation.5

– In low porosity rock, the influence of latent heat on the temperature depressions
caused by past GST variations is too small to be important and can be neglected.
In connection with probable future warming, however, latent heat effects modify
the pace of permafrost degradation considerably.10

– Temperatures of the permafrost body are warming in the calculated scenario,
and the extent of warm permafrost is significantly increasing in volume as well as
in vertical extent.

15

– The distribution and extent of temperatures little below the melting point in warm-
ing permafrost is determined by the freezing characteristics of the subsurface
material. A small freezing range leads to more homogenous temperature fields
and T (z)-profiles with small temperature gradients.

20

The investigation of mountain permafrost by transient three-dimensional modeling has
only been used for a few case studies of real mountain topography so far. It bears
potential for various applications that require knowledge of current and future thermal
conditions of mountain permafrost, for instance, the reanalysis of the thermal condi-
tions in rock fall starting zones located in permafrost areas, the improved interpretation25

of T (z)-profiles measured in boreholes, and the assessment of thermal conditions and
their evolution in rock below infrastructure. The limitations and uncertainties discussed
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above call for improved knowledge of subsurface properties in bedrock permafrost, as
well as for enhanced validation and modeling practices. A promising approach may be
the combination of numerical modeling together with measurements and interpretation
of field data. For example, the representation of the subsurface physical properties in
the model can be improved by incorporating subsurface information (e.g., geological5

structures, water/ice content) detected by geophysical surveys. Further, process un-
derstanding and incorporation of advective heat transfer and snow remaining in steep
rock will be important for realistic modeling of subsurface temperature field.
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Figure 1. Mean ground surface temperatures (MGST) are modeled based on a surface energy 

balance model (TEBAL). They are used as upper boundary condition in a three-dimensional 

finite element heat conduction scheme (within COMSOL) to compute the subsurface 

temperature field. For transient simulations the evolution of the surface temperatures is 

prescribed. 

Fig. 1. Mean ground surface temperatures (MGST) are modeled based on a surface energy
balance model (TEBAL). They are used as upper boundary condition in a three-dimensional
finite element heat conduction scheme (within COMSOL) to compute the subsurface tempera-
ture field. For transient simulations the evolution of the surface temperatures is prescribed.
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Figure 2. For the initialization runs, surface temperature histories of diverse lengths and 

temporal resolutions were used. Based on the results obtained, an initialization curve for 

further simulations was compiled (thick dashed orange line). Scenarios were calculated 

assuming a uniform linear warming of +3 °C/100 y. MW = Medieval Warmth, HCO = 

Holocene Climate Optimum, LIA = Little Ice Age. 

Fig. 2. For the initialization runs, surface temperature histories of diverse lengths and temporal
resolutions were used. Based on the results obtained, an initialization curve for further simula-
tions was compiled (thick dashed orange line). Scenarios were calculated assuming a uniform
linear warming of +3◦C/100 yr. MW=Medieval Warmth, HCO=Holocene Climate Optimum,
LIA=Little Ice Age.
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Figure 3. Difference in the subsurface temperature field for a stationary simulation compared 

to model runs using different surface temperature histories: The 0 °C and -3 °C isotherms for 

the different model runs are plotted over the stationary solution depicted in color. 

Fig. 3. Difference in the subsurface temperature field for a stationary simulation compared to
model runs using different surface temperature histories: The 0◦C and −3◦C isotherms for the
different model runs are plotted over the stationary solution depicted in color.
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Figure 4. The isotherms of a stationary temperature field (thin grey lines and background 

colors) compared to an initialized one (temperature history (7) from Fig. 2). The transient 

temperature field is shown for simulations both with (solid line) and without (dotted line) 

considering the effects of latent heat. The porosity was set to 3%.  

Fig. 4. The isotherms of a stationary temperature field (thin grey lines and background colors)
compared to an initialized one (temperature history (7) from Fig. 2). The transient temperature
field is shown for simulations both with (solid line) and without (dotted line) considering the
effects of latent heat. The porosity was set to 3%.
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Figure 5. The difference of the stationary solution to an initialized one (temperature history 7 

from Fig. 2) is shown in gray colors. The lines indicate the permafrost boundary for the 

stationary (dotted line) and the transient (solid line) simulation, respectively, for four different 

maximum elevations of a ridge ranging from 3000 to 4500 m a.s.l. Colors indicate different 

elevations. 

Fig. 5. The difference of the stationary solution to an initialized one (temperature history 7 from
Fig. 2) is shown in gray colors. The lines indicate the permafrost boundary for the stationary
(dotted line) and the transient (solid line) simulation, respectively, for four different maximum
elevations of a ridge ranging from 3000 to 4500 m a.s.l. Colors indicate different elevations.
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Figure 6. Temperature depression in the subsurface thermal field of today caused by colder 

past surface temperatures for one- (flat terrain), two- (ridge), and three-dimensional (pyramid) 

situations. In the two- and three-dimensional situations, profiles are extracted vertically from 

the top of the geometry. Temperature differences are plotted versus the shortest distance to 

the surface, i.e., the distance the temperature signal penetrated. 

Fig. 6. Temperature depression in the subsurface thermal field of today caused by colder
past surface temperatures for one- (flat terrain), two- (ridge), and three-dimensional (pyramid)
situations. In the two- and three-dimensional situations, profiles are extracted vertically from
the top of the geometry. Temperature differences are plotted versus the shortest distance to
the surface, i.e., the distance the temperature signal penetrated.
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Figure 7. Transient temperature field of an isotropic medium (background colors, gray lines) 

compared to anisotropic mediums with increased horizontal (anisotropy 1, solid lines) and 

vertical (anisotropy 2, dotted lines) thermal conductivity, respectively. 

Fig. 7. Transient temperature field of an isotropic medium (background colors, gray lines) com-
pared to anisotropic mediums with increased horizontal (anisotropy 1, solid lines) and vertical
(anisotropy 2, dotted lines) thermal conductivity, respectively.
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Figure 8. The temperature difference between the current transient temperature field and a 

200-year scenario simulation is displayed in gray shadings. The warming has penetrated to ca. 

250 m depth. The evolution of the 0 °C isotherms for a 200-year scenario is plotted for 

different elevations of the ridge. Colors indicate different elevations, whereas the dotted 

patterns represent the situation today (solid lines), in 100 years (dashed lines), and in 200 

years (dotted lines). 

Fig. 8. The temperature difference between the current transient temperature field and a 200-yr
scenario simulation is displayed in gray shadings. The warming has penetrated to ca. 250 m
depth. The evolution of the 0◦C isotherms for a 200-yr scenario is plotted for different elevations
of the ridge. Colors indicate different elevations, whereas the dotted patterns represent the
situation today (solid lines), in 100 yr (dashed lines), and in 200 yr (dotted lines).
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Figure 9. Percent of a temperature signal at the surface that has penetrated to depth: This 

effect is shown for a one- (flat terrain), two- (ridge), and three-dimensional (pyramid) 

situation after 100 (solid lines) and 200 years (dotted lines), respectively. In the two- and 

three-dimensional situations values are plotted versus the shortest distance to the surface. 

Fig. 9. Percent of a temperature signal at the surface that has penetrated to depth: This effect
is shown for a one- (flat terrain), two- (ridge), and three-dimensional (pyramid) situation after
100 yr (solid lines) and 200 yr (dotted lines), respectively. In the two- and three-dimensional
situations values are plotted versus the shortest distance to the surface.
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Figure 10. The permafrost body in a ridge calculated for a 200-year scenario is displayed for 

simulations with and without considering the effects of latent heat and a porosity of 3%. 

Additionally, different values of the parameter w , which describes the unfrozen water content 

curve, have been considered. Black lines represent the modeled 0 °C isotherm, i.e., the 

remaining permafrost body; blue, red, and yellow lines the -1, -2, and -3 °C isotherms. 

Fig. 10. The permafrost body in a ridge calculated for a 200-yr scenario is displayed for simu-
lations with and without considering the effects of latent heat and a porosity of 3%. Additionally,
different values of the parameter w, which describes the unfrozen water content curve, have
been considered. Black lines represent the modeled 0◦C isotherm, i.e., the remaining per-
mafrost body; blue, red, and yellow lines the −1, −2, and −3◦C isotherms.
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Figure 11. T(z)-profiles of two synthetic boreholes vertical to the slope in the middle and the 

lower part of the northern side of a ridge (cf. Fig. 8) illustrate the effect of latent heat and the 

freezing range w. In addition, thick bright lines display the profile of a simulation with a 20 m 

ice-rich layer at the surface. 

Fig. 11. T (z)-profiles of two synthetic boreholes vertical to the slope in the middle and the lower
part of the northern side of a ridge (cf. Fig. 8) illustrate the effect of latent heat and the freezing
range w. In addition, thick bright lines display the profile of a simulation with a 20 m ice-rich
layer at the surface.
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Figure 12. North-south cross section of the Matterhorn (4478 m a.s.l.) and modeled 

subsurface temperature field for today (i.e., the mean of the period 1990–1999 AD). The 

temperature field was computed transient, three-dimensional, isotropic, and with 3% 

subsurface ice in the frozen parts. The black lines represent the 0 °C isotherms for today 

(solid line), in 100 years (dashed line), and in 200 years (dotted line). We assumed a linear 

warming scenario of +3 °C/100 y. 

Fig. 12. North-south cross section of the Matterhorn (4478 m a.s.l.) and modeled subsurface
temperature field for today (i.e., the mean of the period 1990–1999 AD). The temperature field
was computed transient, three-dimensional, isotropic, and with 3% subsurface ice in the frozen
parts. The black lines represent the 0◦C isotherms for today (solid line), in 100 yr (dashed line),
and in 200 yr (dotted line). We assumed a linear warming scenario of +3◦C/100 yr.
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Figure 13. Modeled temperature range of -2 to 0 °C in a north-south cross section of the 

Matterhorn for today (gray), in 100 years (light red), and in 200 years (red). We assumed a 

linear warming scenario of +3 °C/100 y. 

Fig. 13. Modeled temperature range of −2 to 0◦C in a north-south cross section of the Matter-
horn for today (gray), in 100 yr (light red), and in 200 yr (red). We assumed a linear warming
scenario of +3◦C/100 yr.
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